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ABSTRACT
This research proposes personal digital libraries by inves-
tigating design elements that should be considered in the
creation of a distributed digital object store for a personal
library system. Particular emphasis is placed in the stor-
age scalability and communication demands imposed by per-
sonal libraries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sixty years ago, Vannevar Bush’s seminal article [11] en-
couraged the scientific community to build a great record of
human experience. Bush envisioned this record as a tool
that would allow mankind to wield human knowledge in
order to “grow in the wisdom of race experience.” Bush
vision distinguished the collective “common record” from in-
dividual records that would reside in personal information
machines called Memex. Nowadays, we are proud to have
Memex-like machines and technologies in the shape of per-
sonal computers, Internet, the World Wide Web (WWW),
digital libraries and others. Yet, Bush’s dream of the ul-
timate personal information machine is far from fulfilled.
As computer scientists, we are compelled to compare mod-
ern day computers—with their constantly increasing proces-
sor speed, storage capacity and diversity of specialized in-
put/output peripherals—with Bush’s hypothetical Memex;
only to realize that computers—the materialization of our
theory [13]—dispute theMemex role with books, notebooks,
adhesive notes and the rest of the paper and ink world. True,
we have the means to digitalize most forms of human com-
munication: speech, text, images; even art! We could then,
publish these digital items in the WWW or in a distrib-
uted digital library system—which are, perhaps, the closest
things we have to Bush’s conception of the common record—
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if it is our desire to share this data. Conversely, we could
decide to store this items in our “personal record” by sim-
ply leaving the digital items in the file system of one of our
personal computers, or storing them in a personal account
in a networked file system we have access to, or submit-
ting the items into a digital library application, previously
downloaded from the Internet and installed in our personal
computer (e.g. [42]). Although these scenarios may come
close to fit Bush’s original descriptions of Memex and the
common record, we can readily realize that there is much
work to be done in order to create a uniform vision of per-
sonal records and their seamless integration with the com-
mon record. This technological gap dictates the challenges
of personal digital libraries (updated from [11]):

I To provide the individual user with a general purpose
repository (i.e. a personal digital library).

II To provide selection of personal library content based
on [1]: (a) information-retrieval techniques and (b) user-
defined classification and indexing schemes.

III To provide the user with the capability of accessing
her/his personal digital library from anyplace at any-
time (i.e. universal access [36]).

IV To assure long-term archival of library content (i.e. life-
time storage).

V To grant an interminable storage capacity for library
content (i.e. unlimited storage).

VI To allow each user to share the contents of her/his
personal library with other users.

VII To provide interoperability with collective digital li-
brary systems and/or the World Wide Web (i.e. inte-
gration with the common record).

Personal libraries are effectively a new breed of digital li-
brary systems [8]. Consequently, no current digital library
system addresses all the challenges that personal libraries
pose.

This research strives to be a step towards the realization
of personal libraries by investigating design elements that
should be considered in the creation of a distributed dig-
ital object store for a personal library system. Particular
emphasis is placed in storage scalability and communication
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demands imposed by the (a) individual repository, (b) selec-
tion, (c) unlimited storage capacity and (d) content sharing
challenges of personal libraries (I, II, V and VI challenges,
respectively).

In Section 2 we provide background information of digi-
tal libraries and digital object stores. Section 3 contains a
brief review of the state of the art relevant to this research.
Our research question is introduced in Section 4. Section 5
presents research ideas and the preliminary results achieved
so far. An overview of the research methodology is given
in Section 6. Finally, we conclude in Section 7 with the
expected contributions and technical innovations of this re-
search.

2. PERSONAL LIBRARIES AND DIGITAL
OBJECT STORES

A digital library can be conceptualized as a collection of ser-
vices built around digital objects [33]. Digital library ser-
vices traditionally include document submission, full-text
and metadata indexing and document search and retrieval.
Digital libraries are composed of digital objects (e.g. doc-
uments, technical reports, movies) of several media types
(e.g. text, audio, images, video) [2]. A digital object has one
or more binary representations (e.g. file formats) and has
associated metadata that contains information about the ob-
ject. The objects of a digital library reside in a digital object
store. Digital object stores can be implemented atop [30]:
(a) file systems, (b) databases with large data objects [19]
or (c) digital object repositories [27].

The interest of this research lies in a distributed digital
object store for personal libraries deployed over databases
with large data objects. We favor this type of underly-
ing storage because: (a) it facilitates search and storage
of typed data [40] and (b) distributed database technology
provides seamless and transparent integration of informa-
tion sources [23] required by library storage requirements
that extend beyond the local computing environment [32].

Digital libraries require specialized information-retrieval (IR)
mechanisms beyond the retrieval of typed data provided by
database technology [1]. To support full-text search in our
digital object store proposal, a loose coupling [37] approach
to integrate database and text retrieval systems is being fol-
lowed (as explained in Section 5).

Digital library systems have traditionally envisioned users as
being static when accessing information. Yet, it is expected
that, with the advent of mobile technologies and the univer-
sal access requirement of personal libraries (Challenge III),
massive library systems with tens of millions of users will
appear in the near future. The requirements of mobile users
will demand changes to the traditional architecture of digital
library systems [7, 29]. Two important architectural changes
will lie in (a) communication services and (b) storage scal-
ability of digital object stores for personal library systems,
as explained below:

• Communication Services. Are critical in digital li-
braries since the information infrastructure is inher-
ently distributed [5] because users, data and informa-

tion processing are all distributed [6]. The impor-
tance of communication services in personal library
systems is increased by the communication implied by
the universal access, content sharing and interoper-
ability challenges of personal libraries (III, VI and VII
challenges, respectively).

• Storage Scalability. A personal digital library sys-
tem must cope with an increasing number of mobile
users that will demand a large amount of distributed
storage resources to hold an even greater quantity of
digital objects (e.g. documents) [6]; as required by the
individual repository, selection (as explained in [4]),
lifetime storage and unlimited storage challenges of
personal libraries (I, II, IV and V challenges, respec-
tively).

Because the provision of communication services and stor-
age scalability are fundamental to address the challenges
presented by personal libraries, this research places particu-
lar emphasis on the communication and storage architecture
of the distributed digital object store (as explained in Sec-
tion 4).

3. STATE OF THE ART IN STORAGE AND
COMMUNICATION OF PERSONAL LI-
BRARY DATA

Present personal library approaches can be categorized ac-
cording to: (a) their personalization support over their dis-
tribution architecture [44] and (b) their approach to library
content selection (as per Challenge II). According to their
personalization support over their distribution architecture,
personal digital library systems can be classified as:

1. Client-side Personal Libraries. Provide personal-
ization services to the user’s interface (i.e. the client
side) with the library system. Library personalization
services in the client-side allow users to tailor their
interaction with collective library systems and/or the
WWW Some examples of client-side personal libraries
are found in [39, 28, 25, 38, 26, 20, 17, 10, 12, 14,
21]. The implementation of client-side library person-
alization services is not restricted to the user’s local
system.

2. Peer-to-peer Personal Libraries. Personal digital
library services are provided by the client/server nodes
of a distributed peer-to-peer network. All nodes run
an identical software implementation. A Web-based
peer-to-peer digital library design and prototype im-
plementation for desktop computers is provided in [18].
A peer-to-peer digital library initiative that seeks to
provide an alternative to centralized digital libraries
can be found in [35].

3. Middleware Personal Libraries. Under this ap-
proach, personal libraries are provided by a mediation
environment. The actual content of the personal li-
braries comes from heterogeneous data sources regis-
tered at the mediation environment. The mediation
environment maps the content of heterogeneous data
sources to a user-defined schema [9].
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4. Server-side Personal Libraries. Personal libraries
are provided by the server infrastructure of the digital
library system. The server-side approach is specially
suited to support access from multiple device types.
The PDLib system [3, 24], the testbed of this research,
provides server-side personal libraries. PDLib seeks to
provide each user with a general purpose personal dig-
ital library and the means to access it most comput-
ing devices connected to the Internet, including mobile
phones, PDAs and laptops, therefore granting univer-
sal acccess. A overview of PDLib is shown in Figure 1.
The main component of PDLib’s server infrastructure
is its digital object store: the data server, which sup-
ports the services for storage, classification and infor-
mation retrieval of personal library content. PDLib’s
architecture also supports the interaction with other
digital library systems via the OAI-PMH [34]. This
means that PDLib users can navigate in other digital
library systems compliant with the OAI-PMH. Other
components of the server infrastructure are: (a) Mo-
bile Connection Middleware (MCM). Mediates the in-
teraction of mobile devices with the data server. This
mediation is required by software mobile clients in or-
der to adapt to the high bandwidth variability of the
mobile environment and to cope with the frequent dis-
connections of mobile devices; and the (b) Web Front-
end. Transforms personal digital library services into
a Web application for browsers and microbrowsers.

Current approaches to personal digital libraries have focused
on the client-side. The personal libraries provided by the
both the client-side and the middleware approach are indi-
vidualized views of collective information systems and thus,
are at odds with the individual repository requirement of
personal libraries (Challenge I).

Peer-to-peer personal libraries resemble Vannevar Bush’s
conception of fixed personal records within static Memex
machines. However, access from mobile devices is required
to fulfill Bush’s vision of “radio connections from the field”
with the personal library (Challenge III). Computing re-
source limitations in most mobile devices (e.g. mobile phones,
PDAs) at the present time complicate the realization of the
universal access challenge of personal libraries with solely
the peer-to-peer approach to personal libraries. Conversely,
the widespread use of mobile devices places the server-side
approach as a promising alternative to address the univer-
sal access challenge since it facilitates access from multiple
device types. In addition, under the server-side approach,
a digital object store can be readily designed to provide an
individual repository to each system user. Therefore, this re-
search favors the server-side approach to personal libraries.

4. RESEARCH QUESTION
The broad nature of the selection challenge of personal li-
braries makes it necessary to specify which information-
retrieval mechanisms and classification and indexing schemes
are considered in this research:

• Information-retrieval Mechanisms. This research
proposes a distributed information retrieval strategy
that combines full-text queries issued to text retrieval

Figure 1: PDLib System Overview

systems with typed queries issued to database sys-
tems. This combination is possible since the data
model of our personal library proposal is a structured
data model.

• Classification and Indexing Schemes. This re-
search proposes a flexible collection and metadata man-
agement [3]. Under this approach, personal digital li-
braries are composed of collections [16]. Collections
contain, in turn, other collections and/or documents.
Users can interact with personal digital libraries by
creating and deleting collections and submitting, mov-
ing, copying or downloading documents. In addition,
users can define the metadata set that will be used to
describe the contents of each collection. These inter-
actions allow the user to customize her/his personal
library as desired. In addition, since provision for
library content personalization is permitted by user-
defined collections with customizable metadata sets,
while submitting a document the user must be able
to: (a) select or create the collection that will contain
the document and (b) provide metadata information
for the document according to the collection’s meta-
data set.

Given the previous explanation, we can now state our re-
search question:

Which design elements should be considered by
a distributed digital object store, deployed over
text retrieval systems loosely coupled with dis-
tributed databases with large objects, to sat-
isfy the storage scalability—required by indi-
vidual repositories with: (a) flexible collection
and metadata management, (b) full-text and
typed selection of content and (c) parameter-
ized, updatable storage capacity—and the com-
munication services—required by library content
sharing—of server-side personal libraries?
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Most research in personal libraries, as shown in Section 3,
has focused on the client-side. Hence, server-side personal
libraries are an opportunity for research that justifies our
question.

5. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The preliminary results of this research are:

1. The design of a centralized digital object store for
server-side personal libraries and its prototype imple-
mentation in the context of our testbed: the data
server of the PDLib system (Section 5.1).

2. The design of the loosely coupled integration architec-
ture of text retrieval and database systems for the stor-
age of personal library digital objects according to the
information-retrieval approach presented in Section 4.
The centralized implementation of the architecture of
this design is currently underway in the context of an
associated master thesis [22] and is to be completed by
May 2005. The distributed implementation is part of
this research.

3. A design strategy to address the storage scalability and
communication requirements of server-side personal li-
braries investigated by our research question based on:

(a) Data compression. The use of data compression
libraries has been successfully used to reduce the
storage demand of a digital library’s data ob-
jects [4, 43, 15]. Since the storage requirements
of a personal digital library system exceed those
of a traditional digital library (see Section 2), it
should use data compression to store its content;

(b) Data integration. Several architectural alterna-
tives of data integration will harness storage re-
sources of distributed data sources to address the
storage scalability required by personal libraries;
and

(c) Data communication. To provide the ability to
communicate digital objects across a server com-
munication backbone in order to satisfy the li-
brary content sharing requirement of personal li-
braries.

An initial version of the architecture that will imple-
ment this strategy (briefly presented in Section 5.2)
has been designed has well.

A brief explanation of the preliminary results is provided in
the remainder of this section.

5.1 PDLib Data Server
The data server is the digital object store of the server-side
personal libraries provided by the PDLib system. The data
server provides personal library services, stores personal li-
brary data and supports interoperability via the OAI-PMH1.
The architecture of the data server is provided in Figure 2
and is explained next:
1OAI-PMH support was developed in the context of an as-
sociated master thesis [22].

Figure 2: PDLib Data Server Architecture

• Personal Library Services. The data server offers
creation, retrieval, update and deletion operations over
library objects stored in the personal data storage (col-
lections, documents and metadata). The data server
also provides services to copy and move documents
or collections, search for documents in a personal li-
brary, send documents to the personal library of other
users, email documents to any user with an email ac-
count, perform document format conversion, change
collection metadata sets, edit document metadata and
grant or revoke permission rights over personal library
content.

• Personal Data Storage. Provides structured stor-
age with scalable information retrieval capabilities for
personal digital libraries. A text IR tool is used to in-
dex personal digital library content. A database is
used to store the objects of the personal digital li-
braries since we require a structured model to repre-
sent personal library objects and the relations among
them. The combined use of a text IR tool and a data-
base permit the combined use of text-based queries and
typed queries to support the hierarchical classification
of personal library content. The hierarchical classifi-
cation can improve query performance since it allows
queries to be specified against documents contained in
individual collections with or without the inclusion of
their nested collections in the scope of the query.

• Communication Backbone. Establishes a commu-
nication backbone with other data servers. This fea-
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Figure 3: Data Server Design

ture will be designed and implemented as part of this
research.

• OAI-PMH Support. The data server exposes the
metadata of the personal digital library documents via
the OAI-PMH. In addition, the data server harvests
metadata of other OAI-PMH compliant library sys-
tems to provide users with a subset of the personal
library services to interact with other library systems.

5.2 Future Design Strategy
The data server is divided into three design units after its
interactions with users, other data servers and data stores
(Figure 3):

1. Client layer. Provides the set of services accessible
by a user. Since the client layer is the entry point
of the data server, we have charged this layer with

the responsibility of performing distributed data com-
pression using the computing resources of user local
systems.

2. Data layer. Reads and writes digital objects in cen-
tralized or distributed data stores (i.e. performs data
integration). A data store is implemented as a loosely
coupled integration of a text retrieval system with a
database system (Section 5.1).

3. Peer layer. Communicates with other data servers
when required by the user’s query. The peer layer
is responsible for locating and interacting with other
data servers and, therefore, has the responsibility of
realizing the data communication within our design
strategy.

Figure 3 shows the interaction along the peer layer of three
data servers with different data layer data distribution struc-
ture. The figure includes (from top to bottom) a centralized,
a client/server and a peer-to-peer data layer, respectively. If
two or more data servers access the same distributed data-
base, they shall not interact directly via the peer layer since
all access to shared data should be done through the dis-
tributed data layer since we expect to provide a higher level
of distributed computing performance at the data layer.

6. METHODOLOGY
This research follows the engineering paradigm of computer
science [41]. Therefore, it involves the development of theo-
retical design foundations evaluated through system devel-
opment and experimentation.

The methodology followed in the present research is a three-
phase trial-error/success approach.

In the first phase, our trial will be the development of the
concept implementation of our distributed object store de-
sign and error/success will be measured in terms of agree-
ment with the functional requirements outlined by design
activities.

The trials of the second phase would be the creation of
the capacity characterization [31] provided by: (a) work-
load, (b) performance and (c) availability models and the
error/success measures will be the model’s accuracies.

The third phase would be the optimization of the concept
implementation after capacity characterization. Performance
improvements after applying optimizations will be the er-
ror/success measure of this phase.

After the three phases of the trial-error/success process, re-
search activities will focus on writing the dissertation docu-
ment.

7. EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS
The expected contributions of this research are:

1. The reference architecture and concept implementa-
tion of the (a) data compression, (b) data integra-
tion and (c) data communication mechanisms of a dis-
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tributed digital object store, deployed over text re-
trieval systems loosely coupled with distributed data-
bases with large objects, for server-side personal li-
braries with: (a) flexible collection and metadata man-
agement, (b) full-text and typed selection of content,
(c) parameterized, updatable storage capacity and (d) li-
brary content sharing.

2. Capacity models to predict the workload, performance
and availability of distributed digital object store sys-
tems derived from the reference architecture produced
by this research.

The focus on the novel concept of server-side personal li-
braries of this research leads to the following technical inno-
vations:

1. A scalable, distributed digital object store for server-
side personal libraries.

2. Personal libraries with parameterized, updatable stor-
age capacity.

3. Selection of personal library content based on: (a) A
hybrid information retrieval strategy that combines
full-text queries with typed queries; and (b) A flexi-
ble collection and metadata management classification
schema.

4. Personal library content sharing provided by a distrib-
uted extension of library content selection.
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